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The restaurant from Broomfield offers 12 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average price of $12.8.
What User likes about El Tapatio Mexican:

This is by far one of the best Mexican Restaurants I've been to in Colorado. The staff is excellent always very
personable and strive to make you feel at home. They are courteous, prompt and take great pride in working

here. The food is excellent as well and very affordable. We are sad that they are now closed due to the
pandemic. And we really miss going here. We hope they will reopen when this is over. I highly rec... read more.

What User doesn't like about El Tapatio Mexican:
I am not happy spending my at this restaurant any more , the owner yields the personal any time Do not show

Respect for his employees and Customers... He needs social skills I had bad experience months ago read more.
If you want to have a drink after work and sit with friends or alone, El Tapatio Mexican from Broomfield is a good

bar, The atmosphere also makes the enjoyment of typical Western dishes and drinks an unforgettable
experience. The guests also appreciate the versatile, delicious Mexican cuisine, whose traditional dishes are

prepared with corn, beans and spicy chilies, the guests love the Spanish cuisines with their tasty savory sauces
and spices.
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Soup�
CALDO DE CAMARÓN $15.5

Seafoo�
CEVICHE DE CAMARON $12.0

Sid� dishe�
CHIPS AND SALSA $5.0

Appet�er
FRESH GUACAMOLE SALAD $9.0

M�ica� Special�
HUEVOS CON CHORIZO $10.0

Marisc�
BOTANA MARISQUERA $30.0

Cald�
CALDO DE PESCADO CON
CAMARON $16.0

Breakfas� Plate�
HUEVOS RANCHEROS $9.5

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
CARNITAS

Salad�
EMILY GRILLED CHICKEN SALAD $10.5

CHEFS SALAD $11.0

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

PORK MEAT
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